
Check In

Grab an index card, write your name, and answer the following:

As an instructor, what can I:

KEEP doing

QUIT doing

START doing



How is money traded? Why is it
political?



Recap

FDI can bring benefits and tradeoffs for host governments. We
evaluated two potential tradeoffs:

Potential benefits of FDI vs. Limitation of domestic policy
autonomy

Developing countries: outcome depends on regulating MNCs
Developed countries: outcome depends on incentivizing MNCs

Potential benefits of FDI vs. Lowering of labor standards and
wages

Some anecdotal and empirical evidence for the existence of a
race to the bottom. Not conclusive.

Can an international organization regulate these potentially
perverse outcomes?

No organization exists and investment is regulated with BITs.

Developing countries are more likely to sign BITs as part of
competition to attract FDI.



What is money

Money is a medium of exchange:

Has to hold value over time

Has to be commonly accepted in exchange

What makes a good form of money?

Supply has to be scarce

Has to be durable

Has to be interchangeable and divisible into smaller pieces

Should be portable



Evolution

Barter → Precious metals → Convertible notes → Fiat money

Barter system: I give you a cow, you give me apples

Precious metals: I give you a certain amount of gold, you give
me apples

Bank notes/convertible notes: I give the bank money, the
bank issues me a note that I can redeem for a certain amount
of gold. I use the bank notes to buy apples

Fiat money: I give you $1 for an apple. The government
guarantees that the paper is worth $1.

Fiat money: Inconvertible paper money that is made
legal tender by a government. Not redeemable for a
commodity



The FOREX market

Yet, there is no world currency. Each country (or group of
countries) guarantees the value of its own currency.

People conclude business transactions in different currencies,
requiring conversion from one currency to another

Foreign exchange is the currency of another country that is
needed to carry out international transactions

The market where currencies are exchanged is called the
foreign exchange market, or FOREX market



The FOREX market

The FOREX market is not a physical place like the NYSE, but a
network of phone/internet connections between the world’s largest
banks

Most FOREX trading is routing through global banks like JP
Morgan Chase (US), HSBC (UK), Deutsche Bank (Ger) in
financial centers like London, New York and Tokyo

FOREX markets are open 24 hours, except weekends

The FOREX market is the world’s largest market

Over $5 trillion in currencies are traded every day
Much greater than the value of all international trade per day



Exchange Rates

Exchange rate: Price at which one currency is exchanged for
another

Measured as how much of another currency I can purchase
with one unit of my currency

$1 buys 0.87 Euros

$1 buys 112.02 Yen

$1 buys 4.29 Malaysian Ringgits



Why do exchange rates matter?

“The exchange rate is the most important price in any economy, it
affects all prices...currency policies have both benefits and costs,
and create both winners and losers.”

Affects any person who engages in buying/selling of
goods/services/capital across borders

For example, if the dollar depreciates 25% against the euro,
goods and services in Europe cost 25% more

Easy and inexpensive exchange is essential for international
flows to happen efficiently



Exchange rate movement

When the price of a currency becomes more valuable relative to
another (increases in value), we say it has appreciated

In Sep 2016, $1 bought 104 Yen. Today it buys 112 Yen.

When the price of a currency becomes less valuable relative to
another (decreases in value), we say it has depreciated

In Oct 2016, $1 bought 0.82 British Pounds. Today it buys
0.76 British Pounds.

Exchange rates are relative. One country’s appreciation is another
country’s depreciation.



Appreciation

The USD is appreciating (gaining value) against the Ringgit



Depreciation

The Canadian dollar is depreciating (losing value) against the USD



Exchange rate determination

Exchange rates are determined by the equilibrating actions of
buyers and sellers in the FOREX market

The forces of supply and demand determine exchange
rates

When demand for a currency rises, the price of the currency rises

Demand rises → currency appreciates

When supply for a currency increases, the price of the currency
falls

Supply rises → currency depreciates



Increase demand



Increase demand



Increase supply



Increase supply



Determinants

What changes supply and demand?

Changes in tastes

Changes in national income

Changes in relative returns on financial investments



Determinants

What changes supply and demand?

Changes in tastes

I.e. If US citizens decide they love Swiss chocolate, they will
demand more. They will buy Swiss francs (in exchange for
selling USD) to buy the chocolate.

Changes in national income

I.e. If the US economy grows more rapidly than the Swiss
economy, this will cause an increase in all goods (domestic and
foreign), including Swiss goods. To buy Swiss goods, people
have to buy Swiss francs (in exchange for selling USD).

Changes in relative returns on financial investments

I.e. If Swiss bonds earn more than US bonds, then US
investors will want to invest in Switzerland. To do so, they
have to buy Swiss Francs (in exchange for selling USD).



Determinants

What changes supply and demand?

Changes in tastes
I.e. If US citizens decide they love Swiss chocolate, they will
demand more. They will buy Swiss francs (in exchange for
selling USD) to buy the chocolate.

Changes in national income
I.e. If the US economy grows more rapidly than the Swiss
economy, this will increase demand for all goods (domestic
and foreign), including Swiss goods. To buy Swiss goods,
people have to buy Swiss francs (in exchange for selling USD).

Changes in relative returns on financial investments
I.e. If Swiss bonds earn more than US bonds, then US
investors will demand to invest in Switzerland. To do so, they
have to buy Swiss Francs (in exchange for selling USD).

Remember that exchange rates are relative: An increase in demand
for Swiss francs (to buy chocolate, other goods, and bonds) means
there is also an increase in supply of USDs (as Americans exchange
their money).



Determinants

For the Swiss Franc:

These forces increase demand for Swiss francs by Americans.

Americans want to buy more Swiss francs to buy or invest in
Swiss products.

This causes the demand curve to shift upwards for Switzerland
(D0 to D1)

The franc appreciates against the dollar



Determinants

For the Swiss Franc:

These forces increase demand for Swiss francs by Americans.

Americans want to buy more Swiss francs to buy or invest in
Swiss products.

This causes the demand curve to shift upwards for Switzerland
(D0 to D1)

The franc appreciates against the dollar

For the US Dollar

These forces increase the supply of US dollars by Americans

In order to buy Swiss francs, Americans have to sell their USD

There is now an excess amount of dollars in the market and
the supply curve shifts upward (S0 to S1)

The dollar depreciates against the franc



Determinants

Increase in demand: Americans demand more francs, the franc
appreciates

Increase in supply: Americans supply/sell more dollars, the dollar
depreciates



Choice!

Because governments guarantee the value of their currencies, they
can choose both how the exchange rate is determined and at what
level it is set.

Should the government let market forces of supply and
demand determine exchange rate? Or should the government
intervene and fix a value?

Fix or float? Stability or autonomy?

Should the government set an appreciated exchange rate? Or
should the government set a depreciated exchange rate?

Strong or weak? Purchasing power or competitiveness?



Choices

Because governments guarantee the value of their currencies, they
can choose how the exchange rate is determined and at what level
it is set.

Should the government let market forces of supply and
demand determine exchange rate? Or should the government
intervene and fix a value?

Fix or float? Stability or autonomy?

Should the government set an appreciated exchange rate? Or
should the government set a depreciated exchange rate?

Strong or weak? Purchasing power or competitiveness?

There are no right or wrong answers! Instead there are tradeoffs!



Choices

“Exchange rates choices are not typically among policies that are
better or worse for aggregate welfare. A country could thrive (or
stagnate) with a fixed or floating currency, or with a strong or
weak one. The principal factors involved in the choice of currency
regimes and values are how different options affect the constraints
and opportunities available to policy makers, and how they affect
economic agents in society.” (Frieden)



Choices

“Exchange rates choices are not typically among policies that are
better or worse for aggregate welfare. A country could thrive (or
stagnate) with a fixed or floating currency, or with a strong or
weak one. The principal factors involved in the choice of currency
regimes and values are how different options affect the constraints
and opportunities available to policy makers, and how they affect
economic agents in society.” (Frieden)

“Exchange rate policy is entirely the result of political economy
factors.”



Differences in XR regimes

Flexible exchange rate

Managed float

Fixed but adjustable

Fixed exchange rate (to another currency or commodity)

Dollarization/Currency union (give up national currency)



Differences in XR regimes

Flexible exchange rate

FOREX prices are determined by the market and can change
rapidly due to demand and supply changes
Once a choice is made to float, no government intervention
Today, floating regimes are the most common (but with slight
government guidance)

Managed float

Fixed but adjustable

Fixed exchange rate (to another currency or commodity)

Require constant government involvement to counteract the
effects of market forces
The government has to purchase and sell foreign and domestic
currency to counteract market forces
Examples: The Gold Standard (peg to gold), Bretton Woods
(peg to USD, which was pegged to gold)

Dollarization/Currency union (give up national currency)



What does government intervention look like?

Denmark has had a fixed exchange rate against the Euro since 1999



What does government intervention look like?

Appreciation: Danish CB sells kroner (in exchange for buying
foreign currencies) to increase supply

Depreciation: Danish CB buys kroner (in exchange for selling
foreign currencies) to decrease supply



Distribution of XR regimes



The trilemma

What’s the tradeoff?

Mundell-Flemming Theory/Trilemma: A nation can only have 2
of 3 objectives

Fixed exchange rates

International capital mobility

Domestic monetary autonomy



The trilemma: an example

At the beginning of the Great Depression, the US was on the Gold
Standard (fixed exchange rate).

Assume a fixed exchange rate and international openness

In the midst of an economic contraction, the US government
would prefer to use monetary policy to help recover

The government could lower interest rates

Lower interest rates mean lower returns on American
investments (T bills)

Investors want to invest elsewhere (sell USD, buy foreign)

Demand for dollars fall (surplus of dollars)

US dollar depreciates

But the government promised to keep the US dollar fixed to a
specific amount of gold.This means it can’t depreciate



Dilemma 1

In the current era, almost all countries are moving towards an open
economy. If we assume an open economy the trilemma becomes
our first dilemma



Dilemma 1

In the current era, almost all countries are moving towards an open
economy. If we assume an open economy the trilemma becomes a
dilemma

Governments have to decide whether they prefer exchange rate
stability or domestic monetary autonomy



Pros of a fixed exchange rate

Why would a country choose to have a fixed exchange rate?

A fixed exchange rate makes cross border movements more
predictable

Lowers the costs and risks of exchange rate variability

This should be good for international trade and investment



Pros of a fixed exchange rate

Why would a country choose to have a fixed exchange rate?

A fixed exchange rate makes cross border movements more
predictable

Lowers the costs and risks of exchange rate variability

This should be good for international trade and investment

Evidence:

In the golden era, a pair of countries on the gold standard
traded 30-100% more than comparable pairs of non-gold
standard countries

Recent cross-sectional analysis: trade between nations with
fixed rates is higher than between nations with floating rates



Other pros

A common argument in favor of fixed exchange rate regimes in
developing countries is they prevent the government from using
inflationary monetary policy (the government can’t uncontrollably
print money)

Developing governments have been known to print money to
finance government spending

This increases the money supply and creates high inflation

High inflation would depreciate the real exchange rate

Therefore, if a government agrees to a fixed exchange rate
this is a credible commitment to low inflation



Evidence



Zimbabwe

Faced with hyperinflation in 2008-2009, Zimbabwe adopted the US
dollar as its national currency. The government could no longer
print money, and inflation would be limited to US inflation.



Zimbabwe

Adopted a fixed exchange rate should have solved Zimbabwe’s
inflation problem but...

Zimbabwe is a net importer (imports > export)

This means they have more dollars going out than they have
coming in

Zimbabwe faced an extreme dollar shortage in 2016. Banks
were forced to limit ATM withdrawls

As a solution, the government printed new currency or “bond”
notes on its own

The ability of the government to print money again raises
concerns of inflation



Cons of fixed exchange rates

Zimbabwe highlights one of the drawbacks of a fixed exchange
rate...susceptibility to speculative attack

To maintain the fixed value of its currency, a country must
have foreign currencies on reserve

Under pressure to depreciate, countries with a fixed XR
decrease supply of currency

Buy local currency, and sell foreign currency

Must have enough foreign currency to sell

No foreign currency = forced to sharply depreciate or sharply
hike interest rates (bad for investment!)



Cons of fixed exchange rates

Zimbabwe highlights one of the drawbacks of a fixed exchange
rate...susceptibility to speculative attack

To maintain the fixed value of its currency, a country must
have foreign currencies on reserve

Under pressure to depreciate, countries with a fixed XR
decrease supply of currency

Buy local currency, and sell foreign currency

Must have enough foreign currency to sell

No foreign currency = forced to sharply depreciate or sharply
hike interest rates (bad for investment!)

If investors expect that a government will run out of reserves, they
will short sell the currency (borrow local currency, sell it on foreign
markets, force the local government to intervene more) and bring
about an actual devaluation.



Thailand 1998

The Thai Bhat was pegged to the USD at 24 bhat=$1

Speculators (like George Soros) borrow 24 billion bhat at a
Thai bank and immediately convert it into $1 billion in the
FOREX market

As more speculators began to do this, it floods the market
with Thai bhat, which should depreciate the currency

To counteract this, the Thai government has to buy bhat and
sell dollars

Eventually the Thai government runs out of dollars and is
forced to take a 40% devaluation, 40 bhat=$1

A speculator (George Soros) only needs $600 million of the $1
billion converted into baht to repay the loan

$400 million profit



Summary of fixed exchange rates

Benefits of fixed exchange rates:

Promote trade: Exchange rate stability means more trade
and investment

Lower inflation: Fixing to the currency of a low inflation
country forces forces the government to stop printing money

Costs of fixed exchange rates:

No domestic monetary policy autonomy: Interest rates
can’t be used to boost the economy during recessions

Risk of currency crises: Speculative pressures can result in a
forced devaluation



Summary of floating exchange rates

The benefits and costs of a floating exchange rate are the exact
opposite.

Benefits of a floating exchange rate:

Domestic monetary policy autonomy: governments can
choose any domestic interest rate to boost or slow down the
economy

Avoid speculative currency crises

Costs of a floating exchange rate:

Reduces trade: Exchange rate volatility raises the cost of
trade

High inflation: No institutional check to stop governments
from printing money



Choices

Because governments guarantee the value of their currencies, they
can choose how the exchange rate is determined and at what level
it is set.

Should the government let market forces of supply and
demand determine exchange rate? Or should the government
intervene and fix a value?

Fix or float? Stability or autonomy?

Should the government set an appreciated exchange rate? Or
should the government set a depreciated exchange rate?

Strong or weak? Purchasing power or competitiveness?

There are no right or wrong answers! Instead there are tradeoffs!



Dilemma 2

The choice of exchange rate regime and the choice of exchange
rate level are interrelated. For expositional purposes, let’s keep
them separate for now.

Governments also have to decide whether they prefer greater
purchasing power or greater competitiveness



Differences in XR levels

Strong currency (appreciated value)

Weak currency (depreciated value)

The spectrum is relative.



Differences in XR levels

Strong currency (appreciated value)

An appreciated currency makes the relative price of foreign
products fall for domestic consumers
Leads to increased purchasing power
Income effect: as real purchasing power increases, domestic
consumers will be able to purchase more foreign goods

Weak currency (depreciated value)

A depreciated currency makes the relative price for
domestically produced products fall for consumers abroad
Makes domestic producers more competitive on the
international market
Substitution effect: People in other countries substitute
imported goods for their domestic goods

The spectrum is relative.



Summary of strong exchange rates

Benefits of a strong exchange rate:

Increased purchasing power

Allows greater purchase and consumption of foreign goods

Costs of a strong exchange rate:

Makes domestic products relatively more expensive

Makes domestic products less competitive in foreign markets



Summary of weak exchange rates

The benefits and costs of a weak exchange rate are the exact
opposite.

Benefits of a weak exchange rate:

Makes domestic products relatively cheaper

Makes domestic products more competitive in foreign markets

Costs of a weak exchange rate:

Decreases purchasing power

Allows fewer purchases and less consumption of foreign goods



Where’s the politics?

“We need to think about currency policy in similar ways [to trade
theory], accounting for the interests and influences of economic
interest groups.”

The political economy of exchange rate policies can mean:

Political impacts: How do exchange rates affect politicians
electoral viability?

Distributional impacts: How do exchange rates affect the
livelihoods of different socioeconomic groups?



Electoral politics

Politicians have strong incentives to manipulate monetary
conditions for electoral purposes

The performance of the national economy is of the most
important determinants of elections

Fixed exchange rates prevent incumbents from using monetary
policy to boost the economy right before elections

Predictions:
Governments are likely to abandon fixed XR in the months
before elections

Nixon unpegged the USD to gold right before the 1972
elections

Democratic governments should be more likely to float
(multiple mechanisms)

Broz 2002, Shambaugh 2004, Hall 2008



Electoral politics



Distributional politics

Interest groups have different preferences on the trade-off between
exchange rate stability and domestic economic autonomy (fix vs.
float)

Some groups prefer exchange rate stability while others prefer
domestic economic autonomy

Sectors also differ over the level of the exchange rate (appreciated
vs. depreciated)

Some groups prefer a strong currency while others prefer a
weak currency



Distributional politics

Two dimensions of policy space



Variation on dimension 1: International Activity

The principal determinant of support for a fixed exchange is
international activity.

Actors with more cross border trade and investment are more
vulnerable to XR risk

Therefore those most heavily engaged in international trade
will preference exchange rate stability

Export oriented firms support a fixed XR

On the other hand, some actors are not globalized

Actors whose revenue comes from domestic sales are not
concerned with XR risk

Because they sell their goods domestically, they have an
interest in maintaining monetary policy to address
recession/inflation (preference autonomy)

Import-competing producers and nontradable-goods
producers prefer a floating XR



Variation on dimension 2: Tradability

The principal determinant of support for a weak XR is tradability

Where goods are tradable, then the XR affects incomes and
product purchases

A weak currency makes domestically produced products
cheaper for foreign consumers

A weak currency makes foreign goods more expensive for
domestic consumers

Tradables producers (both import and export
competing) prefer weak XRs.

On the other hand, some goods are nontradable

Nontradable goods are not subject to the substitution effect

Level of XR does not effect nontradable sales

However, a strong currency will still help increase tradable
consumption and increase foreign purchasing power

Nonetradable producers prefer strong XRs



Preferences

More international: stronger preference for fixed XR
More tradable: stronger preference for weak XR



Nuance 1: Reliance on tradable inputs

Many firms use foreign products as inputs (parts are produced in a
global supply chain)

Preferences can vary based on the proportion of inputs that
are tradable (rather than just the output)

ex. Lumber (input) is tradable but a house (output) is not

If producers have lot of tradable inputs that need to be
imported, they may actually prefer an appreciated
currency



Nuance 2: Foreign currency liabilities

Increasingly, firms borrow in international capital markets and
these debts are denominated in a foreign currency (usually USD
and Euros)

Foreign currency debts make firms more likely to support an
appreciated currency since this lowers the cost of repayment

Depreciation is very dangerous for firms that have large
foreign currency debts.

Takes more units of domestic currency to pay back the foreign
loan



Nuance 3: Pass through

Pass through is the extent to which changes in the exchange rate
are transmitted (passed through) to product prices → This
depends on elasticity

Pass through is high in competitive markets

Exporters in competitive markets have no choice about the
price of goods
To small/competitive to change the foreign currency price so
the exchange rate is passed through to the home-currency price

Pass through is low in uncompetitive markets

Larger exporters have the ability to affect the prices of goods
in the foreign market
They can choose whether to absorb some of the movement
and keep prices constant

This matters because exchange rates are only politically salient
where they impact product prices. Where pass through is low,
tradables producers will care less about the exchange rate
level and supported a fixed regime



Influence?

Remember that trade policy can be narrowly targeted to the
product level (tariffs can be placed on a specific good). However,
exchange rates affect all tradable goods (only one exchange rate).

Return to collective action:

Trade policy affects smaller groups while exchange rate
policies affect larger groups

Groups should be better able to organize around trade than
exchange rate

There should be far less lobbying on exchange rates



Recap

Exchange rate
Price at which one currency is exchanged for another

Governments choose the exchange rate regime and the
exchange rate level

Fix or float? Stability or autonomy?

Strong or weak? Purchasing power or competitiveness?

There is no right answer. Instead, there are tradeoffs

That means the choice of exchange rate policy is political

Politicians want flexibility to manipulate the economy around
elections

More international: stronger preference for fixed

More tradable: stronger preference for weak

Nuance: Inputs, foreign currency liabilities, pass-through


